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1. If you are blessed to be able to purchase a Navapashanam Talisman here are the ways you can put the 

bead to use: 

A. You can take the Navapashanam Energized Elixir yourself. 

B. If you freely give the Navapashanam Energized Elixir to your family, loved friends, close friends, 

it is a gift of Love. You are then responsible to introduce those you give the Holy Water so that 

they understand how to set an intention/Sankalpa and how much to take a day, answer their 

questions in a supportive way. By the way you always have support from Swaha@Discerning-

Wisdom.Com and  818-298-6100. 

C. If your heart resonates with you charging, accepting donations, accepting tithing or accepting gifts 

from people you bless with Navapashanam Energized Elixir, you agree to send a of 3%  of the 

value of what you receive to the Navapashanam Master Papa in India. This can be a tricky 

proposition in spiritual communities. It has been found, even when there is no desire to receive 

anything from those that are given the Holy Water, some of the people’s hearts cri out in gratitude 

and Must make an offering. When this happens naturally, then it is important to accept the 

offering for their sake. Periodically send to Swaha who wire transfers Dakshina to India. 

(1) Check to Ron Holman, 9516 Baden Ave, Chatsworth, California 91311 

D. If you work for free at a center or someone’s house that is organizing people to come to you who 

receive the Navapashanam Energized Elixir for free and the people who come bring food and 

beverages it is acceptable for your host to keep the food and beverages left over without sending 

anything to India. However, if you host receives furniture, property, donations anything of 

material value, whether a non-profit organization, a Church/Spiritual Organization or other, then 

you will see that the value received by your host  will agree to send a minimum of 3% of the 

material value to Papa the Navapashanam Master. 

E. To be able to purchase a Navapashanam Talisman at $750/gram is a blessing of incalculable 

proportions and would also be a blessing at $7500 a gram. It is unknown how long the 

Navapashanam Master in India will allow Navapashanam Talisman to be acquired. The 

Navapashanam Master, we only know as Papa, is actually the Maha Siddha Bogar who we 

understand transmigrated into a young body and now, that body is over 100 years old. Other than 

the purchase of herbs and minerals it is unknown what the Navapashanam Master does with the 

money he requires in exchange for a Navapashanam Talisman. He lives in a trash hut in a remote 

jungle in South India! It may be simply a required karmic exchange of energy! At this time, this 

Navapashanam Master is the ONLY know Master to be making Navapashanam, while several 

others are claiming to make/have made Navapashanam. There are a number of fake and stolen 

beads in the US, Europe and India which can ONLY bring unimaginable suffering to anyone that 

partakes, knowingly or unknowingly.  
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